DEAN’S FELLOWS PROGRAM  (2012-16)

The Johns Hopkins University Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS) is pleased to announce the Dean’s Fellows program that will enable exceptional young men and women to obtain full tuition in the master of arts program at our Washington, D.C., or Bologna, Italy, campuses. The program is open to SAIS applicants of all nationalities and professional and academic backgrounds – anyone who qualifies for admission to the Master of Arts in International Relations at SAIS.

A passion for public service and a pronounced international sensibility will be reflected in the successful applicants’ outstanding performance in academic and practical pursuits. SAIS will give special consideration to applicants pursuing dual degrees within other divisions of Johns Hopkins University.

After becoming better acquainted with the school, the university and its reach, students selected as Dean’s Fellows will be expected to propose and plan a leadership project to benefit SAIS, its students or its mission. Projects could involve organizing a student trip or consulting engagement, or developing programmatic initiatives that deepen or broaden SAIS’s impact in the world. Fellows will carry out the project during the last semester of residence and will present their accomplishments to the deans of SAIS and/or the SAIS Advisory Council.

Those interested should address their leadership aspirations in the personal statement for their SAIS application. (We already ask recommenders to assess candidate’s leadership potential). No separate application is needed. Each year, SAIS will select as Dean’s Fellows two students admitted to the Washington, D.C., campus and one to the Bologna campus.

For more information and to apply, visit www.sais-jhu.edu.